
Simply put, if you want to protect your bottom line, you need to maintain 

accurate records for your fixed assets. All too often, the physical details of 

your assets are managed outside of the accounting system and stored in 

spreadsheets or paper-based lists.  Important questions, such as “who has it” 

and “where is it located”, go unanswered.

Gaining an accurate picture of your assets requires more than a few 

infrequent entries into the computer.  It takes an entire solution that makes 

the tracking of assets simple -- a solution that contains barcoded asset tags, 

mobile barcode scanners, and a tight integration to the accounting system 

you already have.  With PantrackerGP, maintaining your asset details is easy. 

Better yet, you are accurately tracking these assets where you track their 

financial impact: Dynamics GP.

Add a barcode tag as soon as the asset it received. Update the physical 

details of your assets without risking direct access to Dynamics GP’s financial 

details. Verify assets by location to confirm that your records remain 

accurate. Our unique platform allows you to synchronize asset details to the 

mobile computer and take it with you. Record updates where the assets are 

located and without a reliance on a continuous network connection.

Track your fixed assets with 
the simplicity of a scan! 

Fixed Assets

“We now have a barcoded 
property tag on every laptop and 

server, and we can accurately 
track it as it changes hands.  You 

have made this easy.”

PanatrackerGP is used in a variety of 
organizations to track both capital 
and expensed assets.

+  Schools
+  Government Agencies
+  Hospitals and Medical Facilities
+  Data Centers
+  Service Providers
+  Enterprise Organizations
… and more

Panatracker®GP
A barcode solution for Microsoft Dynamics® GP



Panatrack offers solutions that are 
powerful and can be implemented 
quickly. Consider adding our Inventory 
or Field Sales modules to complement 
your asset-tracking solution.

Gain accurate control of your assets with Panatracker
®

GP.

PANATRACK ALSO OFFERS SOLUTIONS FOR FIELD SALES AND INVENTORY TRACKING.SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY.

Associate Asset

Add New Asset

Update Asset 

Validate Assets

Easily associate a new barcode asset tag to your existing assets. Filter the asset 
list by location, class assignment, or serial number to quickly locate and assign 
barcode tags.

Tag it, scan it, and record key details about your new asset. Easily add the serial 
number, description, starting location, and more. Automatically create the 
corresponding receiving transaction if using a GP purchase order.

Access important asset details with a simple scan of the barcode. Quickly assign 
or re-assign who has it and where it’s located. With support for GP’s user-defined 
fields, you can tailor what information can be updated.

Like a “physical inventory” for your assets, confirm that you have accurate location 
information for every asset. Find an asset out of place? Easily update the location 
on-the-fly and automatically log the exception. 

About Asset Labels 

Asset tag identification plays an important role in an organization’s ability to quickly correlate different sets 

of information about each asset. This necessitates each asset be uniquely identified. Panatrack recommends 

purchasing pre-printed serialized asset labels made with label materials and printing techniques that will 

ensure your asset identification will last as long as the asset itself.  Include your company name for anti-theft 

and security identification.  Prefer to print your own?  We can get you set up with the tools you need:  label 

design and printing software, a barcode printer, and the correct label stock. Panatrack can provide you with 

your total asset tracking system.

Fixed Asset Tracking for Dynamics GP



Gaining control of your fixed assets doesn’t need to be difficult. 

At Panatrack, we’re all about making your fixed-asset management easier and more efficient. 

It starts by listening to you and your goals. We offer consultative web demos to confirm our 
solution will be a good fit. We then identify a path to deliver a solution that simplifies your life 
and gets you a quick return on your investment. Paper-based tracking and redundant manual 
keying will be a thing of the past.

Why us?

+ Our solutions are designed to be scalable, flexible, and easy to support. 
+ We don’t just deliver a piece of software. We offer our expertise to execute practical 

and accurate fixed-asset tracking. 
+ With our extensive knowledge in Dynamics GP, we help you leverage your current 

systems to your best advantage. 
+ We listen as a partner, always thinking of how to improve your operations and our 

solutions.  
+ Through our partnerships with barcode hardware leaders such as Motorola, 

Honeywell, and Zebra, we can deliver the total solution.

Unlock the power of Dynamics GP with PanatrackerGP.
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